The acceleration in the development of technology has come with the urgent need to use a large amount of data, and the method of storing or transferring this information through various media in an important area, particularly in terms of quality preservation.
Digital image usage has become widespread in many fields, both scientific and commercial applications or social media, and it become improtant to process these images for optimal use within each field to maintain the quality of data used, especially during the compression process with the lossy technique.
This research aimed to improve the quality of compression in lossy techniques while preserving the compression ratio levels. This was accomplished by adding the proposed technique that has certain steps that depend on decreaseing the minimum pixels values from the pixels values inside the image, first by decreasing each row by its minimum values then dcreasing each coloumn in the resulted image by its minimum pixels value, finally dividing the image into (2×2) blocks then finding each block minimum value then decreasing it from the entire block.
Two methods of lossy compression techniques were selected RIFD and JPEG to be applied with the proposed technqiue that should precede these lossy techniques, by applying these techniuqes on diverse images with different extensions and sizes, the results were obtained and quality standards metrics MSE, MAE and PSNR were calculated, which are known mterics in the image compression field to evalute the compression and decompressed image quality by comparing with the original image before compression. 
